Word Formation Questions:

**HEALTH-HEALTHY-HEALTHILY**

- Do you care a lot about your __________?
- Do you normally eat __________?
- Do you always try to stay __________?

**know-knowlwdge-knowledgeable-knowledgeably**

- Are your teachers __________ about sport and exercise?
- Do you __________ a lot about how to keep fit?
- Is it important to have a lot of fitness __________?
- Can you talk __________ about following a balanced diet?

**sport-sporty-sportily**

- Are you a __________ person?
- Are you interested in __________?
- Do you dress __________ when you exercise?

**fit-unfit-fitness**

- Are you into keeping __________?
- Do you ever watch __________ videos on Youtube?
- Are your parents __________?